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Contracts for Creators in One Click

About Creators’ Legal

We were founded with one thing in mind. To help creators protect themselves 

and build their businss the right way.  As a lawyer and advisor to content 

creators for over 20+ years I found that most creators don’t need lawyers, they 

just need to easily document deals. Lawyers mostly use standard contracts 

across industries. Over the course of my career, representing hundreds of 

filmmakers, musicians, authors, artists, etc. I saw far too many great ideas go 

wrong because of the lack of not just good contracts but any contracts at all. 

This leads to fights among collaborators, lack of the ability to monetize content 

and worse - courtroom battles over rights.



With Creators’ Legal we have pulled back the curtain, making these contracts 

available to all creators. With the rise of the Creator Economy, it is a perfect time 

to make high level, quality contracts and legal solutions available to all creators 

at a reasonable price.  Now, as a creator you can properly document deals, 

enhance your collabs, create confidently, grow your business and monitize your 

content.  Stick with us, we are just getting started!



I hope you join us in our mission to help all creators do business right.

Creators’ Legal is the best way to protect you and your 
work, strengthen collaborations and create the right way.

Over 150 Essential Creator Contracts Just 
For Creators! Done in Minutes!

Creating is Tough,

Your Contracts

Shouldn't Be!
Simple, Straightforward, and 

Trustworthy Contracts for Creators Done 

and Signed in Minutes!

Protect Yourself

When you have the right 

contracts in place, you protect 

your intellectual property rights 

and protect yourself from 

claims.

Monetize Get Business Done 
Right!

The right contract helps you 

get paid by laying out 

payment terms, protects IP 

and is essential in aquisitions.

Until you are legally 

compliant and have the right 

contracts in place, you are 

always exposed.

When you lay out everyones 

duties and obligations, rights 

and responsibilities in writing, 

relationships grow stronger.

Build Strong 
Relationships

As Easy As

Use our Form Builder to 

edit and personalize 

your contract, then 

send for signature or 

download to PDF.

Edit and Send

Kickstart client 

relationships.


Create a free account and 

choose from dozens of 

contracts.

Find your 
contract

Keep your business 

moving forward.


Store in our secure and 

always free Project 

Briefcase.

Sign and Store


